The Peninsula
New York
THE PENINSULA NEW YORK OCCUPIES AN
elegantly restored, 23-story Beaux-Arts landmark building on Fifth Avenue in the heart of
Manhattan’s prestigious shopping, cultural, and
business neighborhoods. Featuring 239 rooms and
suites equipped with state-of-the-art technology,
a glass-enclosed spa and fitness center, rooftop
bar, and the recently debuted Clement restaurant
and bar, the property is the recipient of the AAA
Five Diamond and Forbes Five Star ratings. The
hotel has been awarded #1 Hotel in New York
City by the readers of Condé Nast Traveler. The
Peninsula New York is managed and owned by The
Peninsula Hotels (peninsula.com), a division of The
Hongkong and Shanghai Hotels, Limited (HSH).
Among the hotel’s most elegant accommodations, the Grand Suite is the epitome of high style
with chandeliers, white and cream upholstery,
black marble bathroom fittings, blonde wood furniture, and a faux fireplace. Among an array of
coveted amenities, guests will enjoy multifunction
bedside electronic control panels, mood lighting,
a butler’s pantry, and a dining room that seats
eight, as well as a guest powder room.
The hotel’s premier accommodation is the
newly renovated Peninsula Suite. Featuring stunning cityscape views of Fifth Avenue, the space
comprises six rooms, including a spacious master
bedroom and bathroom, dining room with adjoining kitchen, elegant living room, study, and second bedroom. Guests of the suite will appreciate
superlative amenities such as a customized sleep experience featuring hand-stitched Savoir beds and a
choice of luxury linens, and roundtrip airport transfers
in the hotel’s customized BMW 7-series.
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“We offer not just an amazing room product, but a variety
of options for our guests including an incredible spa featuring
an indoor pool; an exciting new restaurant, Clement; a stunning
rooftop bar and terrace; and a staff that makes guests feel as if
they are at home.”
-Jonathan H. Crook, General Manager

The living area, bedroom, and bathroom of the Peninsula Suite (above); Clement Color Room (below left); Grand Suite living
area (below right)
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